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The Degrowth Institute (TDI) is an ongoing project by METASITU that 
considers degrowth as a strategy for master planning. Their ideas are 
specific to so-called shrinking cities, particularly post-Soviet ones. 
Here, they discuss their work in the Donbas region in southeastern 
Ukraine. The TDI aims to recalibrate metrics of success associated with 
economic and population growth. Their project includes developing 
The Degrowth Manual through workshops with local members that 
critically give input to these alternative forms of growth and argue for 
cognitive emancipation from the growth paradigm.
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Boceto de diagrama de los ciclos de vida de las ciudades desarrollado durante el 
taller “Modelling Urban Degrowth”, parte de la Escuela de Primavera de Narva 2022. 
/ Sketch diagram of the life cycles of cities developed during the “Modelling Urban 
Degrowth” workshop, part of the Narva Spring School 2022.
© Anni Saviaro, Joanna Łałowska, Aneta Kohoutová, Annela Samuel, Grant Penfield 
Haugen & METASITU, adaptación del diagrama de Stewart Brand “Shearing layers” 
(1994) / adapting Stewart Brand “Shearing layers” diagram (1994)
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Usina acerera Azovstal en Mariúpol, 2019. / Azovstal steel mill in 
Mariupol, 2019. © METASITU
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I n July 2015, we met for the first time with 
one of the master planners of Mariupol,2 an 
industrial harbor town in Donbas, by the 

sea of Azov, in Southwestern Ukraine. At the 
time, Mariupol was a shrinking city: since 1991, 
an average of ten people had been leaving the 
city every single day, mainly due to the closure 
of the steel factory, Azovstal (once the largest 
in the Soviet Union, which still occupies a 
tremendous footprint in the urban fabric), and 
the lack of economic activity in an area that 
had failed to diversify its economy away from 
heavy industry.

She sat behind an impressive desk, 
large enough to be a queen-sized bed, with 
a colossal map of the metropolitan area 
hanging as a background. It was color-coded, 
indicating new projects and zones where 
the city would expand in the coming years. 
Despite decades of population loss, extremely 
limited funds, and an ongoing armed conflict 
in the region, the governors of post-industrial 
Mariupol still aspired to see it grow larger.

– If we come here in 2050, what will the city 
look like? – we asked her.
– Well, I hope you will find a very busy 
harbor, with several skyscrapers, malls, and 
many gardens...
– Oh, something like Dubai? – we asked.
– Yes, yes, something like that – she 
answered, laughing.

The void between her ambition and the data 
we had been studying was abysmal, yet we felt 
that it was not so much due to her naivety, or 
lack of understanding of the current situation 
but, rather, the result of the core essence of 
her job: master planning.

The logic of master planning is implicit in 
capitalist rhetoric: the city is to accumulate 
resources, territories, and people, expanding 
infinitely. Growth takes place in different 
ways, yet, within spatial sciences and 
territorial planning, success indicators are 
often perceived as growth along two vectors: 
population and economy. Not coincidentally, 
it is along these two vectors where political 
power is also yielded: votes and resources.

To us, at METASITU, ‘urban degrowth’ is not 
about going against urban expansionism and 
accumulation, but instead about recalibrating 
the way we understand success in cities, 
so that we can start thinking of possibilities 
or alternatives to development other than 

economic or population growth. Rather than 
understanding degrowth as reverting growth, 
stopping development, or demolition, we 
understand it as any transformation that 
doesn't have ‘growth’ at its core or goal. It is 
a fluid definition. One that we are constantly 
adjusting, debating about, and reshaping, 
because we have not been trained to think  
of alternatives, and seven years on, this still 
feels like new territory.

Urban structures are complex social 
formations, and we often lack the tools or 
imagination to think of these alternative vectors 
of development. But if we are to take a smaller, 
and thus simpler, formation such as a family, 
we often find it easier to understand degrowth 
in spatial terms: traditionally – in parts of the 
world where intergenerational dwellings are 
not common – when a family of empty nesters 
decides to ‘scale down’ by moving into a smaller 
property. It is a process that involves discussion 
and preparation. It deals with memories, 
infrastructural logistics, and practicalities. 
Parents, who remain the only dwellers of the 
property, often consult with their children - who 
no longer live there but are somehow still tied 
to the property through tangible and intangible 
links from their earlier years. Some things might 
go into storage, others might be given away or 
recycled. Some memories might be reshaped 
over time, and others might be lost forever.

Having empty-nesters insisting on continuing 
to procreate just to keep their homes filled 
with people would be a preposterous thought, 
however, this is how many cities that are 
shrinking continue to operate. In many shrinking 
cities we have visited, the role of their chief 
architects has largely been transformed from 
territorial planning to actively attracting new 
people and convincing others to stay, accruing 
power for their political leaders, instead of 
having the needs of their current residents at 
heart. Yet, as was already shown half a century 
ago in the report The Limits to Growth (1972)  

by Donella Meadows, Dennis Meadows,  
Jørgen Randers, and William Behrens III, there 
are limits to population and economic growth, 
and the perceived notion of ‘trickle-down’ 
economics, does not distribute economic 
opportunity across people equally (Kelley & 
Williamson, 1982).

In many ways, for growth-based 
urbanization there is a clear route to follow, one 
that consists of taming wild lands, attracting 
new businesses through financial incentives, 
injecting concrete foundations into the ground, 
and building more, often despite high building 
vacancy rates. This is what we, as architects, 
have often been taught at school. Many post-
Soviet post-industrial towns have become 
paradigms of urban shrinkage, a supposedly 
tragic reversal of that accelerationist and 
expansionist planning logic; examples of “Boom 
& Bust” urbanism (Sheppard & White, 2017), 
where resources and workers are exhausted, 
and legacies forgotten.

What would happen if the energy that 
municipalities continue to spend on attracting 
new jobs and new people to their shrinking 
towns went instead towards designing a master 
plan that accepted its ebbing population rather 
than fighting against it? What would other 
urban futures that did not have growth at their 
core look like? In other words, how could we 
‘master plan for degrowth’?

Master Planning for Degrowth
Different, mostly post-industrial, shrinking 
urban centers around the world have tried 
diverse ways of dealing with their declining 
populations: from dramatically denying their 
shrinking condition and creating incentive 
plans for population recovery to ‘smart 
decline’ tactics that claimed to embrace 
‘degrowth,’ when they largely consisted on 
demolishing entire neighborhoods – that 
however emptied of people, remained filled 
with memories, and their destruction left 

Taller del Degrowth Institute “AFTER <ITY” en Mariúpol, 2019. / Degrowth 
Institute Workshop “after <ity” in Mariupol, 2019. © METASITU
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Oficina del jefe de Planificación Maestra en Mariúpol, 2015. / Office of 
the Chief Master Planner in Mariupol, 2015. © METASITU
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entire communities that had once lived there 
feeling disenfranchised that their former home 
had violently been razed to the ground.

As we continued our research, we struggled 
to adapt some of the ‘degrowth’ literature to  
urbanism and master planning as well as 
situate it in the post-Soviet context. A lot of 
the degrowth language, at least in the fields 
we were operating with, had been forged in 
Western Europe and North America: in affluent 
areas where degrowth is, in many ways, a choice 
– where it is a suggested strategy that can lead 
to other paradigms: from ecological balance to 
financial redistribution to de-accelerationism.

This is not the case for the shrinking 
post-industrial towns in Donbas, as they are 
subject to the violence implicit in capitalist 
peripheries: extractivism, lack of opportunity, 
mismanagement of toxic waste, and 
exhaustion. And not planning for degrowth 
further exacerbates this violence. It is, thus, 
important to establish that this form of 
degrowth is not a choice but the undertow of 
global flows of capital, where population flows 
follow trade and landscapes are traded.

A problem that immediately arises when 
thinking of urban degrowth is regarding the 
methodologies could be use to plan it. Unlike 
growth-based master planning, where you 
start with a ‘tabula rasa’ (or to be precise the 
perception of a ‘tabula rasa,’ for no landscape 
is ever just ‘a blank slate’), when planning for 
degrowth one is facing a territory layered 
with histories, meanings, and politics. No one 
solution fits all.

In this context, top-down approaches 
no longer work: it is the inhabitants, spatial 
users, past and present, who all share a level 
of expertise. Master planning experts can 
become facilitators at best but should leave 
enough room to allow those who are part of 
the shrinking city to manifest their ideas. It is not 
necessarily about going bottom-up, hoping that 
grassroots initiatives will take over the process, 
for these procedures can also be populated 
with Trojan horses in the form of developers 
and lobbyists with private interests. We need 
to think about this as a sideways encounter: 
everyone has something to bring, from city 
council representatives, spatial planning 
experts, and inhabitants. But we also need to 
think about this three-dimensionally, for it is 
a process that involves different timelines; a 
continuum with unclear ends.

To start this sort of conversation we need new 
vocabularies and new tools enabling cognitive 

emancipation from the traditional vectors of 
growth. It is a conversation of uncertainty. Of 
new territories. How can we start talking?

The Degrowth Institute3 
This set of conditions marked the beginning of 
The Degrowth Institute, an initiative founded 
in 2015 by METASITU to establish emancipatory 
narratives in shrinking post-industrial cities, 
and which has, since then, evolved through 
multiple iterations of exhibitions, workshops, 
and publications. It was born to liberate urban 
master planning from traditional growth 
vectors, particularly when success is only 
measured through ‘growth-based indicators’ 
(more residents, more budget, more houses). 
By institutionalizing our practice, we wanted to 
deinstitutionalize territorial decision-making. 
We wanted to co-create tools with different 
groups of urban activists in different cities, 
which would help us navigate the ocean 
of other vectors connected to what we 
understood by ‘degrowth.’

The Degrowth Institute mostly operated in 
Donbas (Eastern Ukraine), where we teamed 
up with local grassroots organizations and 
met with different stakeholders to discuss 
degrowth futures for their towns. From 2015 on, 
we worked with stakeholders from Mariupol, 
Dobropillia, and Kramatorsk in Donbas, as well 
as from other post-industrial centers in Eastern 
Ukraine such as Energodar, Berdyansk, and 
Zaporizhia. Ruinification, preservation, and 

rewilding spectrums were some of the things 
we discussed in our quest for alternatives to 
growth, looking to determine the foreseeable 
futures of these settlements.

We developed a main tool within our 
methodology, The Degrowth Manual, around 
which we organized multiple-day workshops. 
For these activities, we always partnered with 
local organizations – who helped us host the 
workshops – and invited different stakeholders 
and volunteers as experts of the local city – a 
role which included a payment – to share their 
lived experiences with us.

The Degrowth Manual was created 
as a ‘fire-cracker publication’: a series of 
activities and questions designed to ignite 
conversations among different actors who 
lived in shrinking cities towards non-growth 
futures. Conceived as a bilingual (Russian 
and English) self-guided and self-contained 
horizontal workshop – to be done individually 
or collectively –, it was also open source to 
be easily downloadable and printable. The 
manual is also ‘metamorphosical’ in nature, 
as every edition is adapted and changed 
based on feedback from previous iterations. 
Thus, it proposes new ways of looking at 
the urban realm: not just through the un-
human lens of the plan through which most 
territorial decisions are made, but rather, 
through more human approaches such as 
memories, social media, time capsules, and 
alternative cartographies.

Manual de decrecimiento / The Degrowth Manual. © METASITU
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Vemos las ruinas y el ‘arruinamiento’ como una tipología espacial y un 
proceso que encarna el potencial transformador del decrecimiento. Desvía 
un espacio de su curso de acción ‘previsto’: una ruina representa varias 
narrativas: degradación, patrimonio o memoria, por nombrar algunas. 
Puede estar vinculada a ideas de preservación y restauración de la evidencia 
material de los recuerdos. Ruinas por cuidar y ruinas que dejar en la ruina.

El Manual de decrecimiento durante uno de los talleres. / The Degrowth 
Manual during one of the workshops. © METASITU
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As one goes through the manual, there is a 
simultaneous process of growth – as the pages 
collect information, memories, and ideas from 
the participants – and shrinkage – as the pages 
are cut off to use in different activities. This 
seemingly oxymoronic duality of collection and 
dematerialization is one that we came across 
at different times throughout our work at The 
Degrowth Institute. 

The Degrowth Manual is organized into 
three chapters, and we would normally cover 
one chapter per day of the workshop. Through 
a chapter that deals with the past participants 
are invited to write down first memories and 
town gossip but also to think of conflicting 
historical narratives and alternative memories. 
Another chapter, dealing with the present, 
asks them to think of the city’s current status 
through traditional cartographic views, yet 
humanizing their relationship to the city, and 
the way they navigate it. The third chapter, 
future, is an invitation to explore non-human 
timelines. One of the activities is a ‘degrowth 
tarot,’ a deck of specially designed cut-out 
cards to fortune-tell alternative futures, 
allowing us to start thinking outside the 
tentacles of growth. Or, to attempt.

At the end of the workshops, participants 
would trade filled-out manuals for blank 
ones: the former joining the Degrowth 
Archive (currently in Kyiv), the latter 
becoming a tool to use again in another 
setting, individually or with other people, 
to design other workshops exploring non-
extractive urban futures.

Modeling Urban Degrowth
Whereas we have halted all workshops in 
shrinking cities in the context of the violent 
invasion of Ukraine by the russian4 army, at The 
Degrowth Institute we continue to develop tools 
that will help us think of and talk about urban 
degrowth. At the (Re)Configuring Territories 
Spring School organized by the collective Trojan 
Horse and celebrated in June 2022 at the Narva 
Artist Residency, we explored new models for 
talking about degrowth, particularly in post-
industrial shrinking cities like Narva.

Narva, a former textile center, lies on the 
Estonian side of the border between russia and 
the European Union; a borderline that has gained 
new layers of significance these recent months. 
Yet, the frontier remains somewhat porous for 
many of the inhabitants of Narva, where half 
of the population either holds a passport from 
the russian federation or a ‘gray passport,’ a 
certificate of statelessness that allows its 
carrier to travel to russia without a visa. A 
border that is very present on the ground, yet, 
at a subterranean level, Narva and Ivangorod, 
the city across the river that separates Estonia 
from russia, shared the same water and 
sanitation network until 1994. A borderline 
that is fluid in the air, as our phones jump 
between Estonian and russian operators 
depending on which communication tower 
is closer.

In this context, together with the participants 
Anni Saviaro, Joanna Łałowska, Aneta 
Kohoutová, Annela Samuel, and Grant Penfield 
Haugen (METASITU et al., 2022), we tried to 

develop tools that would help us address the 
materiality of shrinking cities, and position them 
in different timelines. How do the elements that 
make up a city sit in non-human timelines? How 
can we, collectively, talk and think about the 
materiality of a city? Why do we need to record 
the materiality of a shrinking city in the context 
of urban degrowth?

Working in the footsteps of what once was 
one of the largest textile centers in the world – 
the Kremholm Factory, which now lies empty 
and rapidly deteriorating – we thought of  
ruins and deep time. The romanticization 
of destruction: the crumbling temples and 
castles that are powerful economic engines 
attracting tourists to different locations across 
the globe; the post-industrial specters that  
fill the imaginations of those urbanites who 
often come from affluent (& growing) cities.

At METASITU, we see ruins and ‘ruinification’ 
as a spatial typology and process that embody 
transformational degrowth potential. It diverts 
a space from its ‘intended’ course of action: a 
ruin can represent various narratives – such as 
degradation, heritage, or memory, to name a 
few. It can be intricately linked to the ideas of 
preservation and restoration of the material 
evidence of memories. Ruins to be cared 
about, and ruins to be left to ruin. In capitalist 
thought, ruins not only represent legacy but 
particularly in post-industrial settings, they 
can also represent a failure – a future that 
could but did not happen. Perhaps this is 
something that could explain the consensus 
among spatial practitioners to regenerate, 

We see ruins and ‘ruinification’ as a spatial typology and process that embody 
transformational degrowth potential. It diverts a space from its ‘intended’ 
course of action: a ruin can represent various narratives – such as degradation, 
heritage, or memory, to name a few. It can be intricately linked to the ideas of 
preservation and restoration of the material evidence of memories. Ruins to be 
cared about, and ruins to be left to ruin

Tarot del Decrecimiento Urbano. / Urban Degrowth Tarot. © METASITU
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the russian army, Mariupol became the center of a vicious blockade and 
attack by russian troops, killing tens of thousands of civilians, and violently 
deporting thousands of others to the russian federation through filtration 
camps. As I type these lines, Mariupol remains occupied by russian troops, 
numerous studies suggest that over 80% of the built environment has been 
damaged by the shelling, and most of the remaining inhabitants, unable 
to travel, still do not have access to drinking water or electricity. Sadly, this 
is the reality for many of the cities where The Degrowth Institute operated, 
most of which were in Donbas, and are now under the violence of war. Dis-
cussing projects of urban degrowth in a context of mass destruction of the 
built environment, erasure of settlements through shelling, mass murder, 
and targeted violence to residents in these shrinking post-industrial towns 
makes this project painfully difficult to position. All urban workshops of The 
Degrowth Institute have been halted, and we are now looking for ways to 
use the materials we produced in the framework of post-war Donbas. The 
Degrowth Archive, which contains information and memories of many of 
the venues that have now been destroyed and massacred by the russian 
army, remains in Kyiv. Our absolute support and solidarity go to the people 
of Ukraine, and, especially, those enduring russian occupation in Donbas.

2. Due to the ongoing russian invasion of Ukraine, and the state of 
occupation of Mariupol, we have been unable to contact her, which is 
why we have decided to leave out her name.

3. The Degrowth Institute (2015-ongoing) is an initiative by METASITU, a studio 
co-founded by Liva Dudareva and Eduardo Cassina in 2014, that was 
based in Kyiv. The Degrowth Institute was also managed by Teta Tsybulnyk 
between 2018 and 2019. The workshops took place across different cities in 
Donbas as well in the russian Far East region and Eastern Germany.

4. In the context of the current invasion of Ukraine by the russian army, the 
author has opted for the increasingly common trend in Ukraine of not cap-
italizing ‘russia’ or ‘russian’ when referring to the russian federation or its 
related entities as a sign of delegitimization and protest against its policies, 
and only leave capitalization when referring to individuals from russia, the 
Russian language or any other non-government related references.

demolish, or preserve ruins, to transform them 
out of the state of ruin. We propose to think 
about ruins as potentialities – as futures that 
could happen. By testing different exercises 
throughout our time at the Spring School, we 
tried to understand what sort of conversations 
these would trigger.

The first exercise we developed was 
one to do with building a material archive. 
Whereas archival-building and collecting 
can have very strong connections to colonial 
understandings of the land – imposing order, 
control, documentation, and classification –, 
we proposed to create an archive that was not 
necessarily connected to collecting, to extractive 
processes, but rather to a personal perspective, 
an assemblage without gatekeepers or access 
points. A group of material significance.

How to record intangibility? How to 
transcend the limitations of our own devices? 
Of our human scale(s)? Of the size of the hands 
that we used to pick things, and the pockets 
where we stored what we collected? How to 
capture ephemeral moments? How to record 
ghosts? How to capture the thundering sound 
of the Narva waterfalls, which are some of 
Europe’s strongest, when the river is not flowing?

We ended up with a tapestry of objects, 
new memories, and unrecordable elements: a 
crumble of timelines, some ‘materials’ lasting 
fractions of a second, others being the result 
of geological formations from millions of years 
ago. Some of these withered throughout the 
workshop, like the weeds we collected, others 
will withstand millennia in their current form, 
like the polystyrene we found. Others, we were 
unable to collect, like the smell of the rain.

A second tool we developed consisted of 
a visualization of the life cycles of ruins. An 
adaptation of the Shearing Layers diagram by 
Stewart Brand (1994), based on Frank Duffy 
and Patrick Hannay’s ideas of the different 
lifespans of the materials that made up an 
office building (1992).

What would that look like if we were to 
adapt it to a city? We identified a series of 
elements based on their life cycles: site, 

climate, heritage, ruins, trees, humans, 
housing units, memories, communities, 
infrastructure, non-human animals, flora, 
clothes and stuff, insects, festivals, events, 
camps, food, weather, and market stalls.

How quickly or how slow the turnover 
and the life cycle of these elements: depends 
on multiple factors. But we thought of using 
this diagram as a conversation starter: can 
we see relational patterns emerging between 
the different items? It was interesting to 
understand how some elements such as site, 
climate, trees, or flora, parts of our urban 
fabric, can remain on the site even in the event 
of a shrinking city, helping us to perceive urban 
shrinkage as a human-centered process, 
allowing us to visualize degrowth as an 
evolution rather than a form of 'death.'

Urban degrowth is a conversation of 
uncertainty, of things that are not clear. A 
conversation in the making, a conversation 
that raises more questions than provides 
answers. It is a meadow of capitalist violence 
but also one of radical hope. Urban degrowth 
can provide us with new, more sustainable, 
ways to relate to our surroundings, and 
to one another. Not just in shrinking post-
industrial cities but everywhere. It is a portal 
to a different spatial epistemology, one that 
we can learn from Donbas. Degrowth is 
not a destination but a journey; a series of 
landscapes made of processes, unfinished, 
under works. A future continuum. 
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A special thanks to Ljosha Chashchyn, Anna Marinina, Kateryna Tykhonen-
ko, Luba Mikhailova, Victoria Ivanova, Vilma Jurkute, Raja’a Khalid, Juneida 
Abdul Jabber, Punam Luhar, Sally de Kunst, Asia Bazdyrieva, Trojan Horse 
Collective, and Adel Kim, for supporting The Degrowth Institute, as well as to 
the different funding bodies, local partner organizations, local municipali-
ties, and participants in the different workshops.

1. This article introduces our initiative, The Degrowth Institute, which largely 
consisted of a series of workshops that took place mostly in shrinking 
post-industrial cities in Donbas (Ukraine). The project started in Mariupol 
in 2015. At the time, Mariupol was in the footsteps of armed conflict: just 
a year before we began, in 2014, the russian-backed (see note 4) Donetsk 
People’s Republic had carved out a territory that claimed independence 
from Ukraine whose frontier was a few kilometers from the urban edges 
of Mariupol. This year, in 2022, following the savage invasion of Ukraine by 


